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The routine operation of modern health care systems produces an abundance of electronically stored data on an ongoing basis. It's widely acknowledged that there is great potential for utilizing these data, within the system that generates them, to inform treatment choices in ways that improve patient care and health outcomes. Imagine entering your office in the morning and finding an e-mail message reading, “Thanks to your new vaccination screening program, as of yesterday your practice had given 120 more vaccinations than similar practices had.” Or “As compared with the period before your network’s implementation of the new policy of referring patients with atrial fibrillation to the anticoagulation center, seven strokes have been averted, but two additional upper GI bleeds have occurred.” Or even “Judging from her track record and the characteristics noted in her medical record, there is an 80% likelihood that Patient C, whom you are about to see, will not fill her prescription for an antihypertensive.”

In theory, such ongoing structured learning based on routinely collected data could seamlessly augment the knowledge physicians have gleaned from their experience, which involves the same patients and more detailed observations but is less formal in its evaluation processes and more likely to be subject to unintended bias.

Two key “learning” applications of big health care data that hold the promise of improving patient care are the generation of new knowledge about the effectiveness of treatments and the prediction of outcomes. Both these functions exceed the bounds of most computer applications currently used in health care, which tend to offer physicians such tools as context-sensitive warning messages, reminders, suggestions for economical prescribing, and results of mandated quality-improvement activities.

Physicians currently struggle to apply new medical knowledge to their own patients, since most evidence regarding the effectiveness of medical innovations has been generated by studies involving patients who differ from their own and who were treated in highly controlled research environments. But many data that are routinely collected in a health care system can be used to evaluate medical products and interventions and directly influence patient care in the very systems that generated the data.
To facilitate such learning, analytic tools with several key characteristics will be required. First, we need methods that ensure that the patient groups being compared are similar to one another, so that analysts can be sure they are actually studying the effects of care interventions rather than variation in the underlying severity of disease; propensity-score methods, which simultaneously account for many patient characteristics, have proved to robustly reduce confounding biases in studies using health care databases.

Second, most aspects of the analyses need to be automated without loss of validity, so that many research questions can be answered simultaneously and the number of matters investigated can grow as demand increases for quantifying the effectiveness of care. Extensions of propensity-score methods have been developed for automatically adapting to new data sources and reducing confounding.

Third, once analyses have been automated, they should be able to be repeated in rapid cycles tied to data refreshes, which may occur as often as every 24 hours.

Fourth, such software should be easy enough to use that users with little training can set up a learning system fairly quickly and avoid typical pitfalls of database studies that hamper causal interpretations of results — such as failures to designate the timing of the start of treatment and the onset of outcomes, to ensure comparison of similar patients, and to adjust robustly for confounding without adjusting for factors that lie on the causal pathway between exposure and outcome. Most important pitfalls can be avoided with fairly obvious approaches — for instance, by studying patients who have been newly exposed to a given intervention and comparing them with patients newly treated with the next best alternative, assessing patients’ characteristics before the intervention was started, and refraining from adjusting for patient factors that arose after the exposure in question began.

Finally, results from such analyses need to be presented in an easily digestible form for a busy clinical audience and further interpreted for patients.

All these components of analytics have been developed, yet our health care system has not been able to systematically integrate them into its work to establish an ongoing learning-and-improvement process. The collection of more data has so far not translated into the generation of more actionable insights into the best ways of treating the patients who are the sources of those data. Given widespread agreement that an effective learning health care system is desirable, why aren’t we closer to that goal?

One major impediment is the underuse of existing uniform data standards for electronic medical records. We therefore need analytic approaches that embrace the data turmoil by relying less on standardized data items and having the capacity to process data in any format. Of course, the exposures and clinical outcomes of interest must be clearly identifiable, but for the detailed characterization of patients’ health states, which is the foundation for improved control of confounding and for making valid inferences, standardized measurements may not be necessary. Well-measured proxies of a patient’s health state — for instance, the use of supplementary oxygen as a proxy for very poor health — can often do as well as complex clinical measures in the prediction of health outcomes. Algorithms can be created to identify such proxies empirically in the data at hand through their observable associations with disease outcomes and then to use those proxies for adjustment. This approach does not require a specific medical interpretation of the proxy factors and can therefore work without the need for data standards and so be implemented rapidly. Such methods have been shown to perform well in studies using health care databases.

Many available data currently reside in separated silos. For example, detailed genetic information is often stored not in the medical record but rather in separate research databases with restricted access — a lack of linkage that’s attributable not to technical difficulties but to privacy concerns. Absent a consensus on a resolution for the privacy impasse, we need to accept that portions of patient data will be physically distributed over several databases. In order to conduct multivariate-adjusted analyses, we require better methods for extracting patient information from these distributed databases without making patients identifiable in the process. Such distributed analyses are cumbersome to implement and should be made part of an evidence-generation platform for easy reuse.

Even if such improvements can be made, interpretations of findings from observational studies using secondary health care data will continue to encounter distrust. Although analytic tools such as propensity scores can help to reduce confounding bias, con-
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Concerns about causal interpretations remain. Randomized studies embedded in routine care that assess patient outcomes by means of electronic medical record databases are cost-effective and reduce residual imbalances in patient characteristics at the start of a study. The Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute recently launched a major initiative to build a nationwide network of health care systems that will use their infrastructure for such pragmatic randomized trials.

Ultimately, a key to success in learning from big health care data will be to remain focused on our ultimate goal: gaining actionable insights into the best ways to treat the patients in the care system that generated the data. If we work backward from this goal, agreeing on the right analytic methods and the necessary data will be manageable steps, and together we’ll be able to negotiate the critical issues of data privacy and standardization.
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